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Abstract
A simple strategy to explore a network is to use a random-walk where the walker jumps from
one node to an adjacent node at random. It is known that biasing the random jump, the walker
can explore every walk of the same length with equal probability, this is known as a Maximal
Entropy Random Walk (MERW). To construct a MERW requires the knowledge of the largest
eigenvalue Λ and corresponding eigenvector v of the adjacency matrix A = {aij}, this requires
global knowledge of the network. When this global information is not available, it is possible to
construct a biased random walk which approximates the MERW using only the degree of the
nodes, a local property. Here we show that it is also possible to construct a good approximation
to a MERW by biasing the random walk via the properties of the network’s core, which is a
mesoscale property of the network. We present some examples showing that the core-biased
random walk outperforms the degree-biased random walks.
1 Introduction
A simple method to explore a complex network is via a random walk. Properties of the random
walk, like the probability that the walker is in a particular node as time tends to infinity or,
the time that it would take the walker to visit at least once all the nodes of the network, are
dependent on the network’s connectivity. This relationship between the structural properties of
the network and the random walk have been used to explore properties of complex networks like
community detection [1].
Here we are interested in biased random walks, and in particular a random walk where the
walkers explore every walk with equal probability, known as Maximal Entropy-rate Random
Walks (MERW) [2]. This biased random walks are used to study well known problems in complex
networks like link prediction [3] but also in practical applications, for example in the discovery
of salient objects in an image [4]. To construct a MERW requires the largest eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenvector of the adjacency matrix [2] which are global properties of the network.
A good approximation to the MERW using only local properties is the degree-biased random
walk [5, 6]. In this case the walker jumps from one node to a neighbouring node with a preference
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based on the degree of the destination node. This degree-biased random walks are also used
to understand properties of networks, for example how to efficiently disperse the information
contained in a node on a network [5], in the link prediction problem [7] and more recently the
degree-biased random walk has been extended to multiplex networks [8].
In here, as an approximation to the MERW, we present a biased random walk where the walker
prefers to jump to nodes that are connected to the core of the network. We would justify the
proposed biased random walk via an spectral bound of the adjacency matrix and show that this
core-biased random walk can outperform the degree-biased random walk.
The connectivity of a finite, undirected and connected network can be described by the symmetric
adjacency matrix A, where aij = 1 if nodes i and j share a link and zero otherwise. In these
networks, a random walker would jump from node i to a neighbouring node j with a probability
Pi→j . The probability that the walker is in node j at time t + 1 is pj(t + 1) =
∑
i aijPi→jpi(t)
or in matrix notation p(t + 1) = pip(t). If the matrix pi is primitive then the probability of
finding the walker in node i as the times tend to infinity is given by the stationary distribution
p∗ = {p∗i }. In a network, the jump probability Pi→j can be expressed as
Pi→j =
aijfj∑
j aijfj
(1)
where fj is a function of one or several topological properties of the network, in this case the
stationary distribution is [5]
p∗i =
fi
∑
j aijfj∑
n fn
∑
j anjfj
. (2)
The measure which tell us the minimum amount of information needed to describe the stochastic
walk is the entropy rate h = limt→∞ St/t, where St is the Shannon entropy of all the walks of
length t. This entropy is related to the properties of the random-walk via [2]
h = −
∑
i,j
p∗iPi→j ln(Pi→j). (3)
The maximal entropy rate hmax corresponds to random walks where all the walks of the same
length have equal probability. The value of hmax is related to the spectral properties of the
network. If Λ is the largest eigenvalue and v its corresponding eigenvector of the adjacency
matrix then the maximal entropy satisfies hmax = ln(Λ) [2]. The Maximal Entropy Random
Walk (MERW) is obtained when the transition probability from node i to node j is Pi→j =
aijvj/(
∑
j aijvj) [2], where vi is the i–th entry of the eigenvector v.
The implementation of the MERW requires global knowledge of the network connectivity as we
need to evaluate the largest eigenvalue-eigenvector pair. If this global knowledge is unavailable
then it is possible to approximate the maximal entropy random walk via the node’s degree ki [5, 6]
which is a local network property. The case fj = k
α
j , where kj is the degree of node j and α
a free parameter has been extensively studied [9, 10, 8]. In this case, from Eq. (1), the jump
probability is
Pi→j =
aijk
α
j∑
j aijk
α
j
. (4)
The case α = 0 corresponds to the unbiased random walk where Pi→j = aij/(
∑
j aij) and if
α = 1 the jump is proportional to the node’s degree.
2
It is possible to include more topological information in the biased random jump to improve the
approximation to the MERW. For example adding the information about the neighbours average
degree k
(1)
j of node j, in this case the random jump probability is [10]
Pi→j =
aijkjk
(1)
j∑
j aijkjk
(1)
j
. (5)
2 Core-biased random walk in a network.
If the largest eigenvalue-eigenvector pair is not known, the MERW results suggests that a good
approximation to the largest eigenvector v could be used to construct an efficient biased random
walk. In here, we are going to use a lower bound for Λ based on the network’s core to construct
a biased random walk.
A lower bound for Λ is [11] Λ ≥ (W2n/W0)1/(2n) ≥ (Wn/W0)1/n, n = 1, . . . where Wn = uTAnu
is the total number of walks of length n, A is the adjacency matrix and u is a vector with all
its entries equal to one. A lower bound for the number of walks is Wn ≤
∑N
i k
n
i [12] where the
equality is true only if n ≤ 2.
In a network where the nodes are ranked in decreasing order of their degrees, the connectivity
of the network can be described with the degree sequence {kr} and the sequence {k+r } where
k+r is the number of links that node r shares with nodes of higher rank. A bound to the largest
eigenvalue in terms of the {k+r } sequence is Λ ≥ 2〈k+〉r, where 〈k+〉r = (1/r)
∑r
i k
+
i is the
average number of links shared by the top ranked r nodes [13]. The core is defined by the rank r
where 〈k+〉r is maximal. Any node with rank greater or equal to r belongs to the core. If r = N
then we recover the well known bound Λ ≥ W1/W0 = 2(
∑N
i k
+
i )/N = L/N where W0 = N is
the total number of nodes and W1 = L is the total number of links.
Consider the adjacency matrix A of the network where the nodes are ranked in decreasing order
of their degrees and u(r) a vector where its first r entries are set to one and the rest to zero. The
vector z(r) = Au(r) has entries zi(r) = K
+
i (r), where K
+
i (r) is the number of links that node i
shares with the top r ranked nodes. Also notice that 〈k+〉r = (uT (r)Au(r))/r. As 2〈k+〉r is a
lower approximation to Λ, then z(r) gives an approximation to the eigenvector v.
This bound based on {k+i } suggest a biased random walk based on the core. If the top r ranked
nodes, that is nodes {1, . . . , r}, are the core of the network, then a core-biased random jump
is Pi→j = aijK+j (r)/
∑
j(aijK
+
j (r)). But it is possible that K
+
j (r) = 0 if node j has no links
with the network’s core and then the random-walk will be ill-defined. To avoid this situation we
propose
Pi→j =
aij(K
+
j (r) + 1)∑N
j aij(K
+
j (r) + 1)
. (6)
Practically to implement this method, the random-walker needs to know the number of neigh-
bours that node j has with the core. The number of neighbours of node j is a local property but,
to measure how many of the neighbours are in the core requires the rank of the neighbouring
nodes and the value of r, which are global properties. However, at the end of this article, we
would propose how to extend the core-biased random walk even when we don’t know which nodes
form the core of the network.
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Figure 1: Ratio h/hmax for (a) the AS-Internet, (b) HepTh and (c) Power networks. The vertical
lines show the value of r when h is maximal. The horizontal lines are different maximal values
of h obtained from Eq. (4) (bottom and middle) and Eq. (5) (top line). The middle horizontal
line was obtained when α = 0.64, α = 1.39 and α = 1.60 which maximises the value of h for the
AS-Internet, HepTh and Power networks respectively.
3 Examples from real networks
We consider three real networks, the AS-Internet, the network of co-authors for Physicist re-
searching in High Energy Physics (Hep-Th) and an electrical distribution network (Power net-
work). Figure 1 shows h/hmax against the size of the core r for these networks. The value of
h was evaluated from the core biased random jump Pi→j given by Eq. (6), then evaluating the
stationary distribution {p∗i } (Eq. 2) and from this distribution the rate entropy h (Eq. (3)). The
maximal entropy hmax = ln Λ was evaluated from the diagonalisation of the adjacency matrix
A. In the figure, for comparison purposes, the bottom horizontal line shows the ratio h/hmax for
the degree-biased random walk (α = 1), the middle horizontal line for the degree-biased random
walk where the value of α maximises h and the top horizontal line the case when the average
neighbours degree is included (Eq. (5)).
In the figure the joined blue dots show the ratio h/hmax against the size of the core for the
core-biased random jump given by Eq. (6). For the three networks there is a large interval in
the rank r where the core-biased random walk performs better than the degree-biased random
walk (bottom and middle horizontal lines), and in the Internet and HepTh network there are
values of r where the core-biased random walk is better than the method considering the average
neighbours degree (top line). For the Power network the approximation to hmax is not as good as
for the AS-Internet or the HepTh. The reason is that the vector z(r) with entries zi(r) = K
+
i (r)
gives a poor approximation to the eigenvector v [13]. In this case the entries vj which correspond
to nodes with middle to low degree have relatively large values.
The vertical lines show the rank r where h is maximal. If we define the core of the network at
this value then the core size is relatively small. The percentage of nodes relatively to the size of
the network that form the core is 1.6% for the AS-Internet, 2.6% for the HepTh and 5.5% for
the Power network.
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4 Concluding remarks
The justification behind the proposed core-biased random walk is the bound Λ ≥ 2〈k+〉r which
relates the connectivity of the high degree nodes with the spectral properties of the network. In
the core-biased jump the walker prefers to jump to the nodes of high degree that share links with
other nodes of high degree.
The sequence {k+i }, describing the connectivity between node i with nodes of higher rank, is
relevant when describing undirected networks as it has been used to evaluate, in closed form the
maximal entropy ensemble [14], the definition of the rich-core [15], the spectral-core [13] and now
biased random walks.
Finally, the core-biased random walk gives a good approximation to the maximal entropy random
walk, however, it requires the ranking of the nodes by their degree. From the real network
examples presented here, it is clear that there is a large interval in the rank r where the core-
biased random walk performs better than the degree-biased random walk. This suggest that
it is possible to create an efficient biased random walk even when the overall ranking of the
nodes it is not known. If we assume that the core are the nodes with degree greater than
k∗ and k∗ < kmax where kmax is the maximal degree of the network, then we can redefine
K+j (k
∗) as the number of links that node j has with nodes of degree higher or equal to k∗ and
Pi→j = (aij(K+j (k
∗) + 1))/(
∑
j aij(K
+
j (k
∗) + 1)) could give an efficient biased random walk
without having to evaluate the ranking of the nodes.
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